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E-Z KLEEN XTRA is a foaming, odorless cooling coil cleaner

that is formulated to penetrate into air conditioner evapora-

tor/condenser coils and fins to remove all types of soils.  It is

safe and easy to use, contains no harsh fumes, and no acid,

plus it is biodegradable and non-polluting. The stream spray

allows E-Z KLEEN XTRA to be dispersed deep into the fins of

the coil and the thick foam increases dwell time and enhances

cleaning ability.  Upon contact with the surface of the coil, this

product begins to react & flush soil to the surface. Does not

need to be rinsed if applied  to a functioning unit that produces

moisture. E-Z KLEEN XTRA effectively removes grease, oil

and water deposits with no odor whatsoever.  Ideal for use in

areas where scents and odors of any kind are not welcomed.

Increases air flow and unit efficiency to save energy.  Helps

keep drip pans and drain lines clean, free flowing and odor free.

Packaged in an extra large 21.5 oz. can to tackle larger units

and multiples easily.

Directions: Spray product onto air intake side of coil.  Hold con-

tainer 6-8 inches from surface.  Direct the spray between the fins

allowing product to penetrate to inner surfaces.

Turn unit on to create moisture that will rinse product from sur-

faces contacted.  For units that are not operational or do not pro-

duce moisture, simply rinse with water.

Areas of Use:

*apartments

*retirement communities

*cold storage

*hotels

*ice machines

Appearance and odor........................ Slightly cloudy, colorless spray with mild odor. 

Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.04

Propellant...........................................Mixture

VOC...................................................17.5%

NFPA Fire Rating...............................Extremely Flammable 
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*schools

*office buildings

*hospitals

*window units

*vehicle radiators


